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Takoma Academy vs Chesapeake Science Point 
 
                League games always seem to derive more emotion and 

significance, but there is also a appetite for the examination of how good 

your team is in a friendly game against a team outside of your conference. It 

is a great litmus test to see if you are legitimately good or just good against 

the teams in your league. These games can be very humbling or uplifting. 

We have seen the Tigers humbled in their title season in 2016, getting 

demolished against the same Bishop McNamara team that came here last 

month. The Tigers had thought they were a pretty good team going up 

against a team that was at the bottom of their league, except McNamara’s 

league was better than the MISAL League. It showed by the way Bishop 

McNamara beat up on Takoma. So, though the game against Science Point 

was not a league game, we were all eager to see how good the 2018 Tiger 

team really was. 

1st half 

            With new star goalie Darren Caleb scratched, and Nick McPhaull in 

his place, Takoma came on the field still with swagger trying to replicate the 

performance we had seen in the first couple of games. Chesapeake Science 

Point, a team that had won 0 games, came out with hope, thinking they 

could win. To our surprise, at the first whistle of the game, CSP started with 

an immediate lob pass down the field. This showed how aggressive they 

were. TA started with their conventional one-man offense with Darwin 



initiating the game’s first Takoma pass. There was an intense play, mainly 

due to the speedy pursuit of CSP. The game was fierce with both teams 

trying to create a chance to break the ice, as Henderson Rodriguez had a 

couple of early opportunities from fast breaks but they did not amount to 

anything. The Tigers were attacking from the corners and CSP from the 

wing. Donovan Ross, a important role player, had chances to make an 

impact but the CSP defense was all over him. Though their speedy play was 

nice, Chesapeake still had inabilities to clear the ball from the box, and if you 

add the hussle from forwards Henderson and Stefan, you get a goal! Yes 

indeed. It was 1-0 Tigers. More drama would enter the game as the coach 

for CSP was angered badly from a initial red card on a Science Point 

forward, but it would later be changed to a yellow. This still rattled Science 

Point. Still, CSP had a number of opportunities to knot it up. The only thing 

was that they could not execute or finish them. There was one opportunity 

on a horrible defensive mistake by Antoni Dortch, in not getting the ball out 

right away, kind of casually getting ready to make a pass. Still, Chesapeake 

Science Point could not take advantage. I have said it time and time again, 

what does TA do when the opposing team misses opportunities? They make 

you pay. Stefan Laurry would later score a goal from a cross from 

Henderson and TA had captured control and momentum. Coach Brown still 

instilled in his players to keep adding on and not to let up. The first half was 

over and it was so far a good showing against a interleague opponent. 

Second Half 

      Would Chesapeake Science Point find a way to get back in the game or 

would Takoma completely put the game away with a couple more goals? 



With CSP, we were waiting to see if they would show any flashes of positive 

play. They did. Nearly one and a half minutes in, CSP answered back with a 

goal from their speedy attacking offense. Now we all of sudden had a ball 

game on the pitch, with the score now 2-1, and the momentum shifted a bit, 

with Takoma slightly dismantled on the offensive front. As the ball came 

down from the air…. Yes, there were a lot more free kicks and lob passes 

that the two teams would fight for the ball. By fighting for the ball, I mean 

going up for it. At this point in the game it was pretty attention-grabbing and 

interesting. To put every fan back into a calmer state, Henderson Rodriguez 

scored a beautiful breakaway goal as he weaved through a defender with 

great strength (almost like a sandwich), and slapped the ball into the corner 

of the net, and it was now 3-1 Tigers! For a moment we all thought that this 

game would certainly go the TA Tigers, and it looked like that for a while. TA 

was controlling the ball possession and the pace of the game, but Science 

Point was not totally exterminated from the game as they showed some 

scrappy and grinding play. To make the game even more interesting, CSP 

scored again from terrible keeper play by Nick McPhaull, who frankly was 

nothing near the level of Darren Caleb. It was not all his fault though as the 

ball deflected off Myles Brown, who still, in my opinion has not lived up to 

the player we all hoped he would be. Now it was a stunning 3-2 game, and 

when you thought it could not get any worse for Takoma, it did. An awful call 

by a referee on a skirmish by Darwin and a CSP defender sent Darwin out of 

the game with a red card! Luckily for Darwin, this was not a league game so 

it would not affect his record. At this point, Takoma momentum was killed 

and every fan was rattled as now they had to play with 10 men. Coach 



Brown was livid as he said: “How was that play any different from the other”, 

pertaining to some no-calls at the other end in the first half. Now we saw a 

very tensed Tiger team as they pressed a lot more and Science Point got 

more and more touches, controlling the ball possession and keeping it on 

their end. This kind of turnaround was completely unexpected, but TA still 

had to play. Managing to stop the total comeback, a free kick was mustered 

and Henderson had a chance to give TA a cushion again. With Darwin out, it 

was the Henderson Show, and with a booming kick he scored the goal and 

captured a magic moment. He had done it. It was now 4-2! At last, it looked 

like the game was put away, and the star captain had stepped up for the 

team in adversity, or so we thought… The game had slowed down as 

Science Point did not answer for a while and Takoma role players made 

small impacts. Players like Jordan Alberty and Antoni Dortch. Dortch almost 

completed a fast break, which was nice to see. It was not too long before 

the game had returned to nail-biter status. Chesapeake did not give up and 

scored another goal that got past Nick, making it 4-3. This time it was all on 

Nick. We all saw that this team was not defined by their record and was 

actually pretty good. The chance for a tie was improbable but not 

impossible. With just seconds remaining a free kick was created and the 

story-book finish was set. Could CSP complete a improbable comeback? As 

the ball left the CSP kicker’s feet, Nick bobbled it but held on and that was 

the game in a nutshell. TA held on. Takoma was victorious again. 


